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Giving Back

A

t Vistara, we recognise that our responsibility is not limited
to the delivery of a seamless air travel experience to our
customers. We are also committed to improving the quality
of life of the communities that we serve. In April, we crossed
a significant milestone with the completion of our 100 days of
operations. Looking back at Vistara’s journey in the past few months, we are
truly appreciative of having been given this opportunity to set new service
standards in the Indian aviation skies. As an expression of this gratitude,
Vistara pledged an education grant of INR200,000 to the Salaam Baalak
Trust (SBT), a non-governmental organisation providing a safe and caring
environment for the education of street children in Delhi.
As some of you would already know, Vistara shares a special bond with
the children from the SBT as they were the very first customers to board our
maiden flight from Delhi to Mumbai. Deepening our ties with these kids,
we have also recently launched Vistara Volunteering – an initiative where
volunteers among our employees will be able to spend time training and
counselling children from the SBT.
Another way, we have chosen to take on our corporate social
responsibility efforts is through the constant review of how we may
innovate in the development of our products and services, such that the
environmental impact of these offerings are minimised. For example, we
have done away with physical membership cards for our loyalty programme,
Club Vistara. Instead, your e-card and key account information can be
found on the Vistara mobile app. In a similar effort, as part of our Economy
Class product enhancements, we have just introduced paper meal boxes
produced using paperboard that come from responsibly managed mills and
forests and a biodegradable cutlery pouch that is environment-friendly.
There will be more exciting developments in the months to come.
So do drop by our website airvistara.com or follow us on Facebook
and Twitter to find out what these are. In the meantime, we wish you
happy travels!
Team Vistara
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Spreading Its Wings
Vistara adds another feather to its wings with the addition of Lucknow

A

B

W

hen once you have tasted
flight, you will forever
walk the earth with your
eyes turned skyward, for
there you have been, and
there you will always long to return:
This is what Vistara strives to offer its
passengers – a flight to which they will always
long to return. And how do we do this?
We curate the finest experience for you
with skilled and responsive staff, interesting
food, and comfortable seating, all blended in
perfect ratio to help you fly the new feeling in
the skies.
On April 18 2015, we completed 100
days of successful commercial operations.
Starting with 68 frequencies, we grew to 197
frequencies within 100 days, connecting eight
metros and non-metros across India. And,
it doesn’t stop here. The last three months
have been very rewarding both in terms of
the team’s operational performance and
the customer confidence we have been able
to repose in the brand. The response to the
launch of bookings on each new route has
been encouraging. We have flown more than
200000 happy customers now. We have
delivered a record OTP of 90% in January,
98% in February, 96% in March and 97% in
April, consistently the highest in the industry.
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C
Vistara team and our customers definitely
have reasons to feel good.
Lucknow has been the latest addition to
our route network on May 18, 2015. Lucknow,
dotted with nostalgia-inducing monuments
of a rich cultural past, is renowned for its
delectable cuisine, and indulgent shopping.
Today, Lucknow is experiencing an economic
boom, and is amongst the fastest growing nonmetro cities of India. The unique combination
of its cultured grace and newly acquired
pace foretells its sanguine future. Lucknow
marks the addition of the ninth destination
to Vistara’s growing route network which
today offers 239 weekly frequencies across

A

Lighting the
lamp at the
airport

B

Gurjot Malhi
-Advisor to CEO
Vistara, Phee Teik
Yeoh CEO Vistara,
SC Hota Airport
Director Lucknow,
Kishore Mardikar VP
Marketing Vistara,
Ashok Bali Vistara
CSO at the ribbon
cutting ceremony

C

The water
cannon salute
at the airport

metros and non-metros – Delhi, Lucknow,
Pune, Mumbai, Ahmedabad, Goa, Hyderabad,
Guwahati and Bagdogra and will soon
commence services to Bengaluru.
Vistara’s story is deep-rooted in our
employees. Our milestones have been
achieved because of the dedication, hard work
and service orientation of each employee
across Vistara’s business chain.We believe
that every individual has distinct expertise,
experience and passion that makes the team
uniquely competent and propels Vistara
forward. Without a doubt, our employees
are and will be the most important part of
mapping Vistara’s flight to success.
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A

B

C

Gurgaon Turns Gurugram
The Leela Ambience organised their annual event in association with Vistara
D

E
A

O

A decorated
rickshaw and the
paan counter

n the evening of
May 15, The Leela
Ambience Gurgaon
in association with
Vistara organised
their annual event to thank people
who have supported them through
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B

Colourful kites
in sync with the
gaon theme

C

The well depicting
a typical village
scene

the year in business. The theme
this year was Gurugram and the
entire ballroom was recreated as a
gaon (village) with various rustic
elements in it. Approximately 600
people attended the scintillating
event with a demographic of top

D

Phee Teik Yeoh,
Vistara CEO, gifting
a ticket to a winner

E

An experiential corner where
the event attendees could
experience the Vistara cabin

bookers (secretaries/PAs who book
the senior management travel) and
procurement managers who sign off
on the annual RFP’s. Three Premium
Economy and five economy class
tickets were given away to winners of
the games organised at the event.
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Products & Services
We push the boundaries of air travel keeping you at the very centre of our endeavours. Our enterprising spirit,
blended with traditional Indian hospitality will ensure every journey you take with us is a truly enjoyable experience
and a feeling like no other. When you fly Vistara, you fly the new feeling. Welcome aboard.
Business

Customers in Business Class can
revel in our ultra-luxurious seats,
which boast of a wide seat back and
comfortable recline. Ergonomic
seat features such as extendable
leg rest, footrest, and adjustable
winged headrest are also available
to adjust your seating comfort.
In addition, you can find some
personal storage space located at
the side of your seat, with enough
room for small items like your
glasses, a gadget or book. The
interplay between the royal purple
and calm grey hues of our cabin
evokes a sense of tranquility, so
that you reach your destination
feeling rejuvenated.

Premium Economy

Cabin Baggage

Business,
Premium Economy
and Economy
Class customers
are entitled to
one item of cabin
baggage. This
excludes handbags
and laptops. Each
bag should weigh
no more than 7 kg
with the combined
length, width and
height of each bag
not exceeding
115 cm (45 inches).
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Be a class ahead when you fly
with us in our exclusive Premium
Economy section. With up to 20%
more legroom for each seat, enjoy
the increased sense of well-being
that comes with having that much
more personal space. Thoughtful
touches such as the specially
designed and tested seat bottom
cushions for improved comfort,
winged headrests and long armrests
allow for further relaxation on your
journeys with us.

Economy

Our Economy Class cabin is anything
but ordinary. Upholstered in
genuine leather, the seats set a new
benchmark in style and comfort.
Your comfort is our priority, that is
why we have taken special care to
style the seats to further maximise
knee and legroom space.

Meals & Dining

Aboard our flights, be taken
on an exciting gastronomic
adventure when you partake
of the innovative culinary
selections which our experts
have specially developed for
your enjoyment. Business Class
customers are treated to a fine
dining experience amongst
the clouds with the use of fine
linen and bone china tableware.
Our Premium Economy and
Economy sections can look
forward to wholesome and
satisfying meals along with a
range of beverages, all served
by our engaging cabin crew.
Customers with specific dietary
requirements can select from
a wide range of special meals,
which are available for booking
up to 24 hours prior to flight
departure.

Portable Electronic
Devices
While the use of PEDs such
as mobile phones, tablets and
laptops is permitted on our
aircraft, these must always be
switched off and stowed away
during taxi, take-off and landing.
When in use during boarding or
inflight, regulations require that
PEDs are to be placed in flight
safe or airplane mode with all
transmitting functions (GSM,
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, etc.) disabled.
For safety reasons, customers
may be asked to stop the use
of PEDs at any point of the
flight journey. We seek your
cooperation to comply with the
instructions by our crew.
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Club Vistara
As a Club Vistara member, you will be entitled to a number of benefits (see table
below) which have been crafted to enhance your travel experience. Progression
through the three status tiers - Base, Silver and Gold - results in added privileges
that will elevate your check-in and boarding experience, to make you feel exclusive
right from the beginning of your journey.

Benefits
Earn
Points
on All
Flights*

Exclusive
Offers and
Promotions

Access and
Management
of Your
Account
Information
Online

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

gold

✓

Priority
Airport
Standby

✓

Increased
Baggage
Allowance

Priority
Priority
Airport Boarding
Check-in
&
Priority
Baggage
Handling

+10 kg

Business
Class
Counter

+5 kg

Premium
Economy
Counter

✓

Priority
Waitlist
Clearance

Tier
Bonus
Points

Points
Earned
Per
100 INR

Lounge
Access

Access to
Partner
Lounges

Guaranteed
Reservations

Dedicated
Club Vistara
Helpline

self

self

Up to 48
Hours Prior*

✓

✓

+2

7

✓

+1

6

✓

5

✓

silver

✓
base

✓

*Please refer to Club Vistara Terms & Conditions to learn more.
www.airvistara.com/club-vistara

Earn CV Points with Singapore Airlines & SilkAir

Club Vistara members can now earn Club Vistara (CV) points for flights on our two new partners,
Singapore Airlines & SilkAir. CV points earned will be based on distance flown*.
Please refer to the table below to for calculating CV Point accruals.
Operating Carrier

Premium Economy/Economy Class

Business Class

Suites/First Class

S, T, P - 100%
Y, B, E - 100%
M, H, W, L - 70%

Z, C, J, U, D - 125%

R, F, A - 150%

S, T, P - 100%
Y, B, E - 100%
M, H, W, L - 70%

Z, C, J, U, D - 125%

Not Applicable

• To earn CV points on Singapore Airlines and SilkAir flights, CV
membership number must be furnished at the time of booking or check-in.
• Bookings must be made in the name as it appears in passport and CV
membership records.
• It will take up to four weeks after the flight for the CV points to be credited
into CV accounts.
• To check if the CV points have been credited, CV members can login at
‘My Account’ on airvistara.com/trip/club-vistara
• All queries regarding points earned with our partners will be handled by
Club Vistara.
*”Distance flown” means the calculated distance between origin and destination, as determined by Vistara in its sole discretion, regardless of the actual distance travelled.
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App for Convenience

T

he all new Vistara service app makes your air
travel easy and hassle free – stay updated with all
the information you need about flight schedules,
flight status, and check-in to your flight on the
go, making your journey easier than ever before.
The Vistara app brings you the access of your Club Vistara
account, complete with account summary and E-card, right in
your palm. Read more about the features here:

Flight Status and Schedules
Search and track all Vistara flights for the latest arrival and
departure times.

Easy Access to Club Vistara Account Summary
and E-card
If you’re a member, you can check your transaction summary,
your tier level and your E-card on your device. If you are not a
member, you can even join the Club for free on the app.

Check–In
Check in to your flight from the comfort of your home or
office and get an e-boarding pass.
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Mobile App reviews
Upal Chatterji
Pretty good experience with the app.
My first experience with Vistara has
been pretty encouraging. Checking
in online has been very smooth. Look
forward to the flight.
Suhail Mohammed
Awesome app. Easy to use and book a flight.
Vistara is truly overwhelming.
Saurabh Chauhan
New feeling... Vistara the best you can think of,
super cool to remain connected and hassle free
Sunaina Tyagi
Simply amazing App

VISTARA
EXPERIENCE

Flight Schedule
Route
Ahmedabad to Delhi

Ahmedabad to Mumbai

Weekly Frequency
13

13

Flight No.

Departure

Arrival

Days of Operations

UK956

1235

1405

UK968

1640

1805

123456
Daily

UK940

1215

1325

123456

UK953

1725

1835

Daily

Bagdogra to Delhi

7

UK765

1655

1910

Daily

Bengaluru to Delhi

7

UK 8762

1935

2220

Daily

UK 8752

1055

1240

7

UK 8752

1010

1150

123456

UK957

1025

1155

123456

UK953

1520

1645

Daily

UK 8892

0640

0930

123456

UK 8892

0730

1015

7

UK847

2

1120

1350

Daily

UK8471

0920

1200

Daily

UK765

1225

1440

Daily

UK819

0850

1100

7

UK829

0640

0845

123456

UK 879

1715

1925

Daily

UK 8292

0615

0825

123456

UK 970

1200

1305

Daily

Bengaluru to Mumbai

7

Delhi to Ahmedabad

13

Delhi to Bengaluru

7

Delhi to Goa

14

Delhi to Guwahati

7

Delhi to Hyderabad

Delhi to Lucknow

Delhi to Mumbai

Delhi to Pune
Goa to Delhi
Guwahati to Bagdogra

Hyderabad to Delhi

20

14

34

7
14
7

20

Lucknow to Delhi

14

Mumbai to Bengaluru

7

Mumbai to Delhi

34

Mumbai to Ahmedabad

13

Pune to Delhi

7

0730

0840

Daily

UK975

0615

0820

123456

UK943

0725

0940

Daily

UK945

1200

1405

Daily

UK979

1815

2025

Daily

UK981

2015

2225

Daily

UK991

1845

2100

Daily

UK8621

1230

1515

Daily

UK862

Daily

UK 927

2

1430

1715

UK765

1520

1620

Daily

UK830

0925

1135

123456

UK824

1140

1350

7

UK870

2005

2215

Daily

UK 830

0925

1135

123456

2

UK 933

1355

1510

Daily

UK 9362

0925

1040

Daily

UK 850

1715

1855

Daily

UK930

0 725

0935

123456

UK 9701

0905

1115

Daily

UK944

1420

1630

Daily

UK980

1930

2140

Daily

UK988

2115

2325

Daily

UK939

1025

1135

123456

UK9681

1450

1600

Daily

UK992

2140

2350

Daily

1 Till 15th June,2015 ; 2 Starting from 16th June, 2015 *Schedule subject to change without prior notice. Terms and conditions apply
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Watch Out For
india

abroad

Dancing Devils Of Yare
When: June 4
Where: San Francisco
de Yare, Venezuela
Visit: everfest.com/e/
los-diablos-danzantessan-francisco-de-yarevenezuela

Sindhu Darshan Festival
When: June 1-3
Where: Leh, Ladakh

Shimla Summer Festival
When: June 1-9
Where: Shimla, Himachal Pradesh

First started in 1997, the festival
projects the Sindhu or Indus, one
of the world’s longest rivers that
gave India its name, as a symbol of
multi-dimensional identity, peaceful
co-existence and communal
harmony. Held on the banks of the
river, the festival also acts as a
salute to the brave Indian soldiers
who guard the country’s borders.
Through its exhilarating assortment
of performing arts, the three-day
event manifests the kaleidoscopic
and diverse nature of Indian culture.
Traditionally, people bring water from
a river in their region in clay pots and
immerse these into the Sindhu River.
This symbolic act where the waters
of all rivers mingle together, thus
serves as a reminder of the unity
which exists in multi-cultural India.

Cultural performances, musical recitals,
live theatre, talent competitions, family
games... there’s a lot to experience in
this festival. The vibrant fiesta, organised
by the local government and its related
agencies, will witness performances by
renowned artistes over nine days.
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Food & Wine Classic
In Aspen
When: June 19-21
Where: Aspen,
Colorado, US
Visit: foodandwine.com/
microsites/classic/

Dharamshala International Film Festival
When: June 11-13
Where: Dharamsala, Himachal Pradesh

Celebrating the eternal interaction of
creativity and consciousness, the Dharamshala
International Film Festival explores the various
spiritual traditions from around the world, as
well as films that cherish the human spirit and
its creative expression. This year, the festival
has expanded its focus to specifically include
films that exemplify women empowerment.

Dragon Boat Destival
When: June 20
Where: All across China
Visit: travelchinaguide.
com/essential/holidays/
dragon-boat

trending
celluloid

Movies This Month
bollywood

Hollywood

Chapter 3
Release Date: June 5
Cast: Dermot Mulroney,
Stefanie Scott
Director: Leigh Whannell

watch
must

Dil Dhadakne Do
Release Date: June 5
Cast: Anil Kapoor, Shefali
Shah, Priyanka Chopra,
Ranveer Singh, Anushka
Sharma, Farhan Akhtar
Director: Zoya Akhtar
A colossal film starring
the biggest stars of
Bollywood, Dil Dhadakne
Do is surely set to
break records at the
box office. A comedy
drama, Dil Dhadakne
Do delineates how six
different characters - all
with different aspirations
in life - undergo a series
of hilarious experiences
as a dysfunctional Punjabi
family embarks on a
rambuntious cruise trip.
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Hamari Adhuri Kahani
Release Date: June 12
Cast: Emraan Hashmi, Vidya Balan,
Rajkumar Rao
Director: Mohit Suri
Based on the lives of Mahesh Bhatt’s
parents and his step-mother, this
romantic drama film captures
the feelings of longing and pain
experienced in a love triangle.
ABCD 2
Release Date: June 19
Cast: Shraddha Kapoor, Varun Dhawan,
Prabhudeva
Director: Remo D’souza
The sequel of the movie ABCD: Any Body Can Dance,
ABCD2 is even bigger in scale. The story traces the
journey of a struggling dance group from the suburbs
of Mumbai as they strive to gain recognition on the
international stage. With interesting choreography,
this 3D dance film is all set to enthral audiences.

Jurassic World
Release Date: June 12
Cast: Bryce Dallas
Howard, Ty Simpkins
Jake Johnson, Chris
Pratt, Vincent D’Onofrio
Director: Colin
Trevorrow

Ted 2
Release Date: June 26
Cast: Seth MacFarlane,
Mark Wahlberg,
Amanda Seyfried
Director: Seth
MacFarlane

trending
What’s new

New on the Block

Discover Thai
Personalised
An unexpected surprise
awaits the Thai gourmands
and patrons of the Thai
Pavilion at Vivanta By Taj,
Gurgaon when they visit
the iconic restaurant next.
Abiding by the
philosophy of Bon Vivant,
Thai Pavilion has embarked
upon creating a unique
dining experience where
one can handpick their
own meal, from the menu
and pair it with sparkling
champagne. To elevate
luxury levels, an expert
Thai chef guides you
through this spectacular
experience. The Unique
Dining Experience is a
treat for couples, friends,
families and corporate
alike in a private dining
room to savour their taste
buds. This place is a must
visit if you are seeking for
a distinct experience to
relish your taste buds.
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Iconic Indian motorcycles vroom into the IT capital
Two new power-packed ultra-luxury motorcycles – 2015
Indian®Roadmaster™ and 2016 Indian®Chief Dark Horse® –
were unveiled in Bengaluru recently by Polaris India Pvt Ltd, the
world leader in off-road and all-terrain vehicles.
Indian®Roadmaster™ reflects pure American luxury. Its
Thunder Stroke™ 111 engine delivers an incredible 119 ft-lbs
of torque and comes fitted with Horizon Power Windshield
with push-button adjustability to customise airflow, provide
weather protection and reduce glare. 2016 Indian®Chief Dark
Horse® is raw, powerful and genuine. Striking graphics on the
fuel tank featuring monochrome war-bonnet graphics is a
distinct feature.

Audi RS 7 Sportback now in India
Audi, the German luxury car manufacturer,
has introduced the latest version of its
popular sporty spearhead, the new Audi RS
Sportback, in India. For the first time, Audi
has introduced Audi Matrix LED headlamps.
The LED headlamp cluster dynamically alters
the high beam on a real time basis with the
sole aim of not dazzling the oncoming traffic
and the vehicles in the front. The Sportback
also includes integrated dynamic turn
signals on the front and rear as well as a new
tail lights design. Audi has set new standards
with its hybrid aluminum design, making
it weigh roughly 15 per cent less than a
comparable all-steel body. The Audi RS 7 is
priced at `14,020,750 (ex-showroom).

trending
reading corner

Good Books On
Embracing death to redeem life
Words Guneet Oberoi

A

Rustom and the Last
Storyteller of Almora
Author: Gaurav Parab
Price: `399
Publisher: Hachette India
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n interesting debut
novel by Gaurav
Parab, Rustom and
The Last Storyteller
of Almora, reminds
one of the old thriller movies with
an intriguing plot and engaging
subplots. The protagonist of the
story, Rustom Iraqiwallla, a greeneyed Parsi man from Bombay, is
heavily indebted to the mafia of
the city who is now out to kill him.
In such a situation, Rustom
can think of only one escape –
ending his own life at his best

friend’s wedding. He decides to do
so to ensure a large sum of money
reaches his wife and daughter
which will help them pay all debts.
This extraordinary thought is
based on his grandfather Fali’s
will which states that Rustom
shall inherit the family fortune if
he kills himself in a public place
with the former’s legendary gun.
The plot picks up at this juncture
when Mani, Rustom’s best friend,
convinces him to meet the mystic
man who lives in the Himalayan
town of Almora.

Mid-Career Crisis
Author: Partha Basu
Price: `187
Publisher: Harper Collins

30 Women in Power
Author: Naina Lal Kidwai
Price: `500
Publisher: Hachette India

Mid-Career Crisis, the fourth
book by Partha Basu, is not
just another management
book. It is a work of miction
(management fiction),
taking a break from regular
management books and is
probably the first-of-its-kind
on this much-talked about
subject, mid-career crisis.
The author’s writing style
and ability to weave his own/
collected experiences into
practical corporate situations
through 34 near life stories
enable the reader to connect
with them on a personal level.
Interestingly, the book does not
become preachy at any point.

30 Women in Power carries
the inimitable voices of
Indian women who have
been pioneers and led large
organisations — in banking,
law, media, advertising,
government, healthcare, FMCG
sector and the not-for-profit
space. Coming from all walks
of life, these empowered
women discuss their successes
and dreams for future. Yet
they venture to disclose the
setbacks that have preceded
hard-won conquests; the
barriers, psychological or
otherwise that held them back
at certain points.

The Shelf

5 Non Fiction books
by Harper Collins
Nusrat : The Voice of Faith
Pierre-Alain Baud
The Crown Prince, the Gladiator
and the Hope – Battle for Change
Ashutosh
Lessons from Ruslana – In Search
of Transformative Thinking
Amit Dasgupta

The last storyteller helps Rustom
realise the power of faith and
provides a solution to help him get out
of the abyss of life-threatening losses.
There are some interesting questions
about existence and God and the
author effortlessly provides answers
to these. Rustom and The Last
Storyteller of Almora is a story of
contrasts – dark as well as humorous,
quirky as well as dead serious at
times with the plot managing to keep
the reader involved and determined
to finish the book in one go.
All in all, it is not one of the runof-the-mill novels and even though
it is a fictional work, the people, the
places and the events all seem to be
real which helps the reader relate
with them easily.

Excerpt:
Kahani Baba rarely ran out of words.
When he did, his struggle would be
evident to everyone who knew him.
He would hesitate and mumble and
take long puffs at the chillum. The
crowd would respond by humming
and chanting ‘Valmiki Valmiki’ to
encourage him. Then just like it had
left, inspiration would suddenly
reappear and his God would resume
speaking through him. As Baba’s voice
would grow louder, it would throttle
down the chants one by one till the
audience would reluctantly fall silent.
The vision would take hold of him, a
plot would form, and he would twist
his words like a wet towel to extract
the meaning they held. The storyteller
was where words were found.

Sariska: The Tiger Reserve
Roars Again
Author: Sunayan Sharma
Price: `650
Publisher: Niyogi Books
Sariska, in Rajasthan, is one of
the most famous national parks
in India, especially for its tigers.
However, it had lost every single
one of its tiger population to
poachers a decade ago. The
revelation was devastating. It sent
shock waves not only throughout
India but across the world.
After a number of discussions,
apprehensions, arguments, legal
battles and interference of the
Indian Prime Minister, a few tigers
were shifted from Ranthambhore
to Sariska. This and several other
such interesting and revealing
experiments are discussed in this
book by the author.

Sourav Ganguly – Cricket,
Captaincy and Controversy
Saptarshi Sarcar
Money Wise – The Aam Aadmi’s
Guide to Wealth and Financial
Freedom
Sharath Komarraju

5 Fiction books
by Harper Collins
Hadal
CP Surendran
Mumbai Avengers
S Hussain Zaidi with Gabriel Khan
No Direction Rome
Kaushik Barua
37 Bridges and Other Stories
Aamer Hussein
Wanderers All
Janhavi Acharekar

Lessons Life Has Taught Me
Edited by: JP Vaswani
Price: `345
Publisher: Wisdom Tree
Lessons Life Has Taught
Me is no ordinary book. The
learning of masters across
generations, distilled by one
of India’s foremost spiritual
masters, is shared in an easyto-understand and easy-tofollow manner. For every day of
the month, there is a powerful
attitude tip illustrated with a
profound story and a practical
exercise, to help imbibe it in our
daily lives. Be it understanding
the true power of our thoughts
or realising that problems and
challenges are only a bend
on the road, the book shares
practical wisdom to face the
challenges of life.
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Greening Mass
Green travel is a concept of approaching tourism in a responsible way
where travellers make informed choices by choosing tour operators and
transportation methods that maintain and preserve the environment and
contribute to local community development
Words Hector Ceballos-Lascurain

A

s defined by the International Ecotourism
Society (TIES), Ecotourism is “Responsible
travel to natural areas that conserves the
environment, sustains the well-being of the
local people, and involves interpretation
and education”. Therefore, it is important that green or
responsible travel practices focus on economic, sociocultural and environmental sustainability of destinations.
It must be recognised that conventional mass tourism is
still the mainstream of the tourism industry and it is quite
probable that this situation will prevail for some more time.
For this reason, it is imperative to aim our attention on
mass tourism, striving to apply measures to make it more
environment-friendly and minimising its negative impacts
on biodiversity.
We should not consider only ecotourism linkages with
biodiversity conservation but also linkages of mass tourism,
especially the effects of big hotels on the environment
and how their design and operation can become more
environment friendly. On a global scale, perhaps providing
a number of eco-lodges is not going to make much of a
difference – ultimately we have to affect the larger tourism
industry. This means we have to consider how to improve
the environmental record of different items like airlines,
airports, amusement and theme parks, golf courses and
sports stadiums. Again, the private sector has an enormous
responsibility in providing environment friendly hotel
design, construction and operational methods.
In analysing mass tourism impacts, both new tourism
facilities and pre-existing tourism facilities must be
considered. In the former, the application of minimal
environmental standards for setting up of new tourism
services and facilities is urgently required. In the latter,
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methods for improving the operation, making it more
environment - friendly, should be applied.
It is not a matter of sanctions and pressuring,
rather encouraging the tourism sector to become more
environment - friendly (which will result in economical
benefits for them). For example, heating water in many
conventional hotels around the world is currently very
inefficient and costly, so wide use of alternative energy
sources should be more than welcome by mainstream
tourism operations. Also, many traditional beach
destinations are experiencing a loss of repeat visitors
because of water pollution. Hence, adopting measures
which are sustainable for the environment are definitely in
the interest of beach resort owners and operators.
It is important to encourage linkages between allinclusive resorts and local enterprises (eg: local food
suppliers, daily bazaars, local excursions etc). This will
promote symbiotic relationships between big hotels and
smaller tourism suppliers including small lodges.
A new approach to architecture and physical facilities
planning is not only needed in tourism, but also in all
human activities. This new approach should be based on
the concept of eco design, which may be defined as “any
form of design that minimises negative environmental
impacts, by integrating itself into the surrounding
ecosystem.”
Tourism facilities should be particularly designed in
an environment - friendly way since they are frequently
located in areas of great scenic beauty and ecological
significance. Application of appropriate waste treatment
methods and the use of alternative energy sources,
especially in remote locations are specially important
approaches to be considered. Physical facilities should

The private sector
has an enormous
responsibility
in providing
environmentfriendly hotel
design, construction
and operational
methods

be technologically viable and adequate and
also socially acceptable. Tour operators
should constantly endeavour to work with the
local authorities in an effort to minimise the
environmental impact of the visitors in parks,
wilderness areas and protected reserves. Further,
the groups visiting environmentally fragile areas
should be limited to 10 or fewer per guide. In
addition, the tour managers should assure that
the most efficient methods of waste disposal are
utilised. Also, as and when the situation permits,

tours should utilise and encourage energy efficient
modes of transportation. The travel agency should
periodically conduct follow-up interviews with the
respective clients to review the experience which
the tour offered.
The author is a Mexican environmentalist
and international consultant in ecotourism.
Source: Ecotourism Society of India’s
Handbook 4th edition published by ESOI under
approval of the Ministry of Tourism,
Govt of India
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Follow the path of

eco-sensitivity
Words
Mandip Singh Soin
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Although I have witnessed growing awareness for
environmental concerns by the Indian tourism
industry, we are far from being a smokeless one.
Yet, even at the business level, it demands from us
to preserve the very resources that tourism thrives
on – the fragile physical and cultural environment,
communities and cultural values and of course, our
heritage and rich biodiversity.

In India, we first drafted a National Ecotourism
Policy in 1998 after an interaction between the
Government, NGOs and the industry. This identified
all our resources and the basic eco-tourism principles
that would lead to sustainable tourism. Following this in
1999, most of the industry came forward to sign a Pacific
Asia Travel Association (PATA) Green Leaf pledge
which was the first public display of environmental

A

B

A

PATA New Tourism
Frontiers Forum
2015 will be held
at Legazpi City in
the Philippines

B

Use ecofriendly
measures to
travel green

As tourism members grow, all stakeholders need to
start with a simple set of environment guidelines that
can evolve into an Environment Management System

commitment by the Indian tourism industry.
National Ecotourism workshops, lectures and
seminars followed. Brochures of the Ministry
of Tourism began suggesting that tourists
should give preference to organisations that
have signed an internationally recognised
environmental code or have national/
international recognitions in the field of
environmental/ responsible tourism. This
initiative needs to be given a much greater
push so that as an incentive, the Government
can help drive business to those following
Responsible Tourism actions, thus ensuring
good environment sense is good business
sense. It need not be seen as a “green wash”
since if organistions that say they are green

will have to demonstrate it to their clients
who are becoming increasingly aware. What’s
more, organisations like PATA, American
Society of Travel Agents (ASTA), World Travel
& Tourism Council (WTTC) and other world
tourism organisations are pushing for greater
awareness among travellers.
In fact, the Travellers Code, designed by the
Sustainable & Social Responsibility Committee
of PATA, aims to do this. Ultimately, the clients
(read tourists) will become the auditors of our
environmental commitment and performance
and add the necessary pressure on the industry
to be more responsible. As tourism members
grow, all stakeholders need to start with a
simple set of environment guidelines that can
evolve into an Environment Management
System (EMS), be it national or state tourism
boards/ governments, hotels, lodges, airlines,
railways, transporters, cruise liners and tour
operators and even travel media.
When eco-responsible operations

and eco-tourism develop on a greater
scale, we hope many would go ahead with
the certification process with various
organisations. The first step can be taken
with the Eco Tourism Society of India
(ESOI) which will bring simple certification
process for the accommodation and tour
operator segment and later for transport and
destinations. Once we understand the aspects
of the intricate laws of Nature and those that
govern us as good earth citizens, we find it
financially rewarding in one’s operations.
Also, being a form of service to our globe this
would make us feel good as a human being
and thus, we may become more “centred”
individuals. As that happens, we will be able
to touch our spiritual core and evolve our
consciousness to become a better humanity.
The author, a mountaineer-explorer, is
the founder president of Ecotourism Society of
India and a Fellow of the Royal Geographical
Society, UK and the Explorers Club, USA
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Convert
world water

wars
into
world
peace
Words Rajendra Singh
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It all started back in 1985 when I went
to live in the dry and arid rural belt of
Rajasthan with the aim of introducing
modern education and medicine to the
villages in the region. However, the
villagers demanded we help them get
potable water instead. Over the next
few years, harnessing the villagers’
traditional wisdom, the river systems
in the region were regenerated that
dramatically transformed the arid land
into a lush, green area of wellbeing
and productivity. We started off by
harvesting and conserving rainwater so
it would not evaporate, flow away or get
wasted. We built johads (small earthen
dams) so underground aquifers would
get recharged again. Soon, aquifers
got recharged and the drinking water
catastrophe was averted. People, who had
abandoned their villages, returned and
agriculture commenced again.
All these efforts were done through
Tarun Bharat Sangh (TBS) that I had set
up for this massive initiative. TBS began

its work in the villages by nurturing
the Village Councils, traditional bodies
comprising of representatives of each
household where all decisions are reached
upon by consensus. We encouraged the
villagers to agree to contribute labour and
materials towards buildings these johads,
thus developing their sense of ownership
and ensuring their ongoing commitment
to maintenance. The first fruits of their
labour were realised the next monsoon
when the rivers began to flow again.
Over the last three decades, we
have been working across the country
to harvest rainwater and recharge
underground aquifers. Due to these
efforts, seven rivers that had been dry
for over 80 years have been revived.
We organise foot marches regularly
throughout the country to reach out to
the masses and to motivate them to adopt
traditional ethos of natural resource
conservation, sensitise the farming and
pastoral communities in core. In addition,
we have created buffer zones to conserve
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A

C

We will be able to
achieve world peace
only when every person
has access to clean and
pure drinking water
and the availability of
water is secure
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Addressing children of a local
community school on water
conservation

B

Launching a yatra of
Jal-Jan Jodo Abhiyaan

forest resources through revival and
strengthening of traditional conservation
practices. We all should avoid wastage of
water and its misuse needs to be stopped
under all circumstances.
I have also appealed to the Central
Government to save the interlinking of
rivers in order to revive India’s lost glory.
There are 115 small rivers that connect
with the Ganga basin. We rejuvenated
seven small rivers in the comparatively
drier parts of Rajasthan. The Government
should focus on restoring the ecological
flow of the remaining 108. While 68 dams
are proposed to be built on the Ganga,
it does not mean you deconstruct the
old ones. The ecological flow has to be
restored.

C

Informing local community
members about efficient use of
water in agriculture

When we started this work, we were
aiming to resolve the drinking water
crisis. Today, our aim is higher. We are in
a century of exploitation, pollution and
encroachment that need to be stopped
at the earliest. With world water wars at
our doorsteps, the need of the hour is to
harvest rainwater and encourage people to
use water wisely. We will be able to achieve
world peace only when every person has
access to clean and pure drinking water
and the availability of water is secure.
We can fulfill global water requirements
and increase efficient use of water by
conserving it smartly and with proper
planning. The most important idea is to
conserve water efficiently and there will
be prosperity all around.

The author is the winner of the 2015 Stockholm Water Prize Laureate
for his innovative water restoration efforts in India
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Lake Manimahesh in Himachal Pradesh

Let’s make that

difference
Words
Mike Pandey

Make it a habit to
carry a cloth bag
for your goods
else use metal
or glass bottles.
Carry your
waste back for
safe disposal
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Nothing could be more disappointing than a
planned holiday suddenly getting washed away by
unseasonal rain and thunderstorm! Unpredictable
climate patterns and erratic weather are affecting
everyone across the world. And we ourselves are to
be blamed. All of us, in some way, are responsible
for this imbalance and disruption. In his mindless
pursuit for progress, man has fractured Nature’s
fragile web of life, disrupting the balance and
dynamic food chain that sustain the life form on
earth. Today, there is an urgent need to reverse the
damage and restore the balance.
As travellers and tourists, we can help make a
difference. The need of the hour is to understand the
link between our lives, Nature and the earth, learn
how our actions, sometimes out of ignorance and
sometimes driven by greed, can lead to irreversible
damage. I remember my trip to the high-altitude Lake
Manimahesh in Himachal Pradesh, a great trekking
area and a sacred pilgrimage destination. More than
two lakh pilgrims and tourists visit the lake during the
three-week season over the 14 km route to the glacial
lake which forever lies littered with garbage, raw waste
and innumerable plastic bottles.
As temperature rises, melting snow carries human
waste into the glacial rivers, thus polluting the seasonal

streams which are the main source of drinking water
for the communities downstream. Rare plants and
herbs including Snow Lotus (Hem Kamal) are plucked
away without a thought and sold to pilgrims. Many
others are trampled under the feet of pilgrims who are
unaware of the vulnerability of this fragile eco-system
and the danger they pose to the environment. We are
also aware that the Himalayan glaciers are melting
faster than the scientists have predicted. Garbage,
disposed off by us carelessly, contributes to this
meltdown. Dark objects and coloured plastic heat up
rapidly and melt the snow faster than it should.
Therefore, it is time we pause and ponder. Our
unthinking actions can sometimes be a source of
danger to others with whom we share the planet. We
need to take ownership. We have to be accountable.
You could be in the mountains, on a pilgrimage, on
a jungle safari or by the beach but make sure you do
not use plastic wrapped products or water bottles.
Make it a habit to carry a cloth bag for your goods else
use metal or glass bottles. Carry your waste back for
safe disposal. Each effort, however small, will make a
difference to the planet. Your thoughtfulness could add
up to protect our fragile world. Thus, green tourism is
the way forward, not only for ourselves but the future
generations too.

CELEBRATE "FIESTA DE GEMINI"
ON SUPERSTAR GEMINI!
A TRUE CARNIVAL ON THE HIGH SEAS!

2 Nights Starting from

19,999*

3 Nights Starting from

24,999*

19th April – 1st July 2015

Bungee Run

Pool Fun

Sumo Wrestling

Knock Your Block Off

Human Football

Fiesta-de-Gemini – an entertainment extravaganza replete with Bungee Run, Pool Games, Sumo
Wrestling, Knock Your Block Off, Human Football and much more. Not to mention the exquisite fusion food for that
gastronomic experience and party like never before. Come over and make it an unforgettable summer for
you & your family.

info@traveltours.in

facebook/holidayingsince1977

www.traveltours.in

twitter/redsuitcase1977
pinterest.com/redsuitcase7
holidayingsince1977.wordpress.com

Travel Tours Pvt Ltd. 1/1, Miller Arcade, Millers Road,Vasanth Nagar, Bangaluru 560 052 - Preferred Sales Agent of Star Cruises
Ahmedabad | Bangaluru | Chennai | Coimbatore | Goa | Hyderabad | Kochi | Kolkata | Mumbai | New Delhi | Pune
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Creating A Self-Sustained Abode:

Abhay Deol
Abhay Deol has always chosen to be
different, be it playing an insecure
narcissist in Dev D or a suspended
engineer in Manorama Six Feet
Under or sporting a black eye at an
awards ceremony in protest over the
controversy of his film’s music. A few
years back, the 39-year-old actor has
turned into an energy crusader and lent
unconditional support to eco-friendly
projects and environmental issues.
Deol is also the brand ambassador for
former US vice president Al Gore’s
ambitious non-profit group, The
Climate Project.
Determined to implement “green”
practices into his daily routine, Deol
is all set to move into his one acre ecofriendly home in North Goa, equipped
with solar panels and rainwater

harvesting setup. “I wanted to build an
environment - friendly and clean home.
The idea is to reduce carbon footprints
and create a self-sustained abode with
all necessary amenities without being
connected to the grid. I do not want to
be dependent on anyone for power and
water,” says Abhay, who connected with
Michael Reynolds, famous for building
eco-friendly homes called Earthships,
to create his new abode. Deol’s new selfsustaining home, with four bedrooms, a
master bedroom, a living room, an open
kitchen and a dining room along with a
22-seater private theatre, draws energy
from solar and wind power to generate
electricity to run operations. The actor
also wants to get Leadership in Energy
& Environmental Design (LEED)
certificate for his new home.

The idea is to reduce carbon footprints and
create a self-sustained abode with all necessary
amenities without being connected to the grid
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Artistic
Expressions
Fascinating heritage monuments, a rich
embroidery tradition, finesse of culinary
expertise... experience all this and more on your
next visit to Lucknow

Words
Muzaffar Ali
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I

t is difficult to find words for
memories, until they start
becoming stories. That is
when the beauty of a memory
fades into a range of feelings
associated with tangible elements
like people and places. My most vivid
memory of Lucknow is of Moharram
which is so overwhelming that it
is difficult to erase. It is human,
emotional, graphic, filled with its own
poetry and rhythm. With that are
the memories of my mother and her
preparation and participation in it.
Unfortunately with time, Moharram is
losing its old-world charm, the way I
have known it to be.
Today, this memory has become
inward. Internalising memories is
the essence of nostalgia and thus the
trigger for all art forms. My memories
of music are equally strong and have
been part of my artistic expressions,
an irresistible draw. It is now getting
lost, but periodically resurfaces in
efforts like mine.

Asfi Mosque view from roof of the Bara Imambara

My most vivid memory
of Lucknow is of Moharram
which is so overwhelming
that it is difficult
to erase
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Muzaffar Ali looking for
the perfect shot for
his film

B

A scene from his
upcoming movie
Janisaar

C

Cult movie Umrao Jaan
was shot in Lucknow

D

Old-world charm of
Lucknow depicted in
Umrao Jaan

I have shot four feature films – Gaman, Umrao
Jaan, Anjuman and most recently Jaanisaar
– in Lucknow along with several serials and
documentaries. Through this process, I have
explored the length and breadth of the city, scanned
almost everything a human eye could be attracted to
and placed it within the context of an emotional and
dramatic experience. Now it is for others to discover
and through this, empower conservation and
restoration. Umrao Jaan was the first such exercise
in recreating a time and an era.
Architectural treasures
On a trip to Lucknow, one must visit the
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I have always had a fascination for
ruins. They speak their own language,
tell their own tale
Husainabad Heritage Zone with Malika Aafaq
Mosque, Chhota Imambara and Asafi Imambara.
The exploration of the Residency and Qaiser Bagh
Palace Complex is a must along with Shah Najaf and
Sibtainabad Imambaras, Hazratganj, La Martinere
College and Dilkusha Gardens. All these spaces are
interconnected with time and history.
I have always had a fascination for ruins. They
speak their own language, tell their own tale. Some
you may have read, the rest you have to imagine and
it becomes your own. The most interesting location
of Lucknow with which I began the shooting of
Umrao Jaan was Moghal Sahab ka Imambara in
Kazmain district of the old city. It was the most
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exquisitely textured surface in traditional
lime and mortar plasterwork, almost
reminiscent of fine chikan work that has
been associated with Lucknow.
It was in a state of disrepair and needed
careful restoration which we lovingly did
under the superb art direction of Bansi
Chandragupta for a little over three months.
It is an elevating space to behold on screen.
I would recommend a visit to this
Imambara and its exquisite environs. A part
of Nawab Sultan’s palace in Umrao Jaan
was shot at a mahal (palace) in Malihabad,
about 20 km from Lucknow. The mustard
fields were in bloom. The old bridge over the
romantic Behta rivulet, the quaint house
of Umrao Jaan in Kakori and the dense
Moosa Bagh forest belt with a gorgeous
palace standing as a ruin on the banks of
River Gomti. The most interestingly used
location in the film is the marble Baradari
in the Prince of Wales Zoological Gardens
in Banarasi Bagh where we shot the famous
song from Umrao Jaan: in aankhon ki
masti ke mastaane hazaaron hain...

G
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Baillie Guard Gate
guards the Residency
Complex from the
eastern side

F

A decorative doorway
of a typical house in
Lucknow

G

Chhota Imambara in
Lucknow
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Gorge on the delicious
street food in the city

I

City of Nawabs is famous
for its variety of Kababs

How to
Get There
Vistara flies daily to
Chaudhary Charan
Singh International
Airport.

Where
to Stay
Vivanta by Taj
Tel: +91 522 671 1000;
www.vivantabytaj.com
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The qorma and qaliya are examples of mutton curry which has several
variations in texture and body
Art in cuisine
The culinary art of Lucknow and the Awadh region
including the traditions in Kotwara are a genteel
way of life. In each home you find the same pride
in a delicate palate. The finely ground condiments
emitting a delightful fragrance to each recipe not
only leave a beautiful aftertaste, but a fragrance
in the mouth and a lightness in the system unless,
of course, you make a glutton of yourself, chances
of which are very high. The qorma and qaliya
are examples of mutton curry which has several
variations in texture and body as in the Do Piyaza,
Nargisi Kofta, Aalu (potato) Ka Saalan, Dum Pukht
and the all-night wood-fire cooked Shabdegh. A
variety of kababs abound in style and description
such as the shaami, galawat and seekh. Breads or
rotis too have a wide variety and not everything
goes with everything. Roomaali is the signature
bread and a spectacle to watch being made as
it comes out fine as muslin from the hands of a
master. In Lucknow, there is an ustaad (master)
for every art and craft form which is disappearing
with the erosion of cultural traditions. Maybe
tourism will come to the rescue if marketed for its

finer details. My wife, Meera, is inspired to keep this
tradition alive and preserve the recipes of Kotwara
and Awadh and encourage the fine art of hospitality
that this region has always been known for.
Crafting an identity
Craft has been the inspirational springboard for
Kotwara. The premise was two-fold. To provide
employment at the doorstep to the people of the
place, particularly women and to revive the fading
aesthetics of embroideries, be it chikan or zardozi.
We worked with formalising the silhouette of the
classic kurta and arrive at detailing which has
become the signature of Kotwara. I feel craft and
the couture emanating from it has to have a distinct
identity of a time, place and culture and add to the
overall ambience of a city.
Lucknow has been the inspiration of my work.
I find a lot of ease and comfort working here. My
memory and imagination both come together in my
inspiration to create art.
Muzaffar Ali is an ace film maker and a
Padma Shri awardee which is the fourth highest
civilian award in India.
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A blush pink
sundress from the
designer label D&N
by Dheeru and Nitika

B

A blue polka - dotted
high low dress from
Trendy Divva

C

Red printed dress
from Wrap Studio

Summer Sundress
Quick, easy and appropriate for any occasion – this stylish piece is
both versatile and flattering

T

Words Guneet Oberoi

ired of sweating it out? Fret no more
when the temperature revs up this
season. Instead, beat the heat with easyto-wear, breezy and timeless summer
sundresses which rock on and off the
fashion ramps. The Spring/ Summer 2015 collection
of designers was dominated by weightless flowy
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sundresses which were distinctly feminine and suited
for all body types. Short minis or long maxis, stripes,
prints, florals or cut outs, these sundresses come in a
variety of options. “Summer is the hottest part of the
year in terms of temperature as well as trends. People
indulge in experimentation during these months.
For every designer, it is important to keep up with

palette
fashion

good to know
Do
Experiment with bold colours and
patterns to make the most of the
bright days!
Accessorise with statement
jewellery, scarves, hats and anything
to take you from plain Jane to va va
Voom!

E

Do Not
Wear an ill-fitting sundress. Instead
choose one which accentuates your
curves and hides your flaws.
Try too much at once. Stick to bold
accessories with solid colours and go
minimal with an eye-catching print.

F

D

D

Team up a denim
jacket with your
neutral maxi dress

E

A tan sling bag
looks chic with a
short mini dress

F

A statement
neckpiece and side
fish braid

G

Wear an oversized
cocktail ring with a
floral maxi

H

Stylish embellished
sandals are chic and
comfortable

Info Courtesy: Sharnamli Mehra
Adhar, Co-Founder, The Pink Post-It.

G
H

Friendly
Fabrics
Cotton is the most
common sundress
fabric. It breathes well,
wicks away sweat and
moisture and is easy to
launder.
Jersey drapes
beautifully and dries
quickly in the sun. Its
soft feel and bodyhugging weave combine
to make a comfortable
yet sleek silhouette.
Chiffon, lace and silk are
also suitable fabrics for
the summer months.
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the ever-changing trends in the fashion industry.
This year’s hot favourite is the summer sundress.
Casual, chic and lightweight, this effortless attire
make the summer months cooler yet stylish. Mini
and midi sundresses are popular this season apart
from the maxi dresses. Pastels dominate the colour
palette along with small floral prints,” shares
Dheeru Sagar, co-founder of the designer label D &
N by Dheeru and Nitika.
Trend Alert
Lightweight fabrics which are comfortable and
best suited for hot weather are used for the
production of these dresses. There are infinite
types of sundresses in different shapes, colours
and prints. When choosing one, first decide where
you are going to wear the dress. For the office,
one can stick to subtle tones and midi sundresses.
On casual occasions, one has more options as you
could wear mini sundresses in bright colours,
patterns and styles. For an evening cocktail party,
the best option is to don a floor - length flowy
sundress which looks elegant. While the sundress

is perhaps the most versatile and accessible type
of hot weather wear, it is good to know which
cuts and lengths work best for your figure. If
you are petite, try a bodice-hugging, flared skirt
that falls a little above the knee for a look that
will give you subtle curves. For the voluptuous,
a bright sundress with capped or longer sleeves
and a round neckline will slim the silhouette while
accentuating all of the best assets. Although prints
and a boho style are still ruling the runways, a
popular way to stand out from the crowd is to go
for a sundress with asymmetric lines.
Mix & Match
A whole range of accessories are available to
accentuate the look one is going for when wearing
a sundress. Both long and short neckpieces go well
with these summer staples. One can wear sandals
and ballet flats with the short girly dresses for a
carefree and casual look or add a denim jacket to
up the glam quotient.
Keeping the hot weather in mind, an updo
braid, a pony tail or a loose bun could complete the
summer look and help you be fashion forward.

kaleidoscope
time travel

232 years ago

1783

Invention of the first
hot-air balloon

J

Words Sanjeev Bhar

June
Trivia

une 4, 1783: The day when the
Montgolfier brothers — JosephMichel and Jacques-Étienne—
publicly demonstrated that
heated air had the potential to
make a lightweight bag made of paper
or fabric rise up in the air. The duo
exhibited their discovery at a marketplace
in Annonay, southern France, with an
example of a hot-air balloon. Made of
silk and lined with paper, the balloon
was filled with heated air produced by
burning a combination of straw and wool.
It rose 6,562 ft into the air and stayed
afloat for around 10 minutes before
landing more than a mile-and-a-half
from its lift off point.
Later, the Montgolfier brothers carried
out design modifications which paved the
way for larger balloons. In the following
years, further explorations led to the
creation of hot air - balloons that could fly
higher. In fact, the Montgolfier brothers
went to Paris and then to Versailles to

repeat the experiment with a larger balloon
on September 19, 1783. This incident is
categorically remembered for the unusual
selection of its first set of passengers — a
sheep, a rooster and a duck. After flying in
the air for about eight minutes, the balloon
landed safely, around two miles from its
point of origin.
On November 21 the same year,
Jean-François Pilátre de Rozier, one of

June 13, 1972
During the fourth plenary meeting of the United Nations Conference
on Human Environment, the UN General Assembly declared June 5
as World Environment Day, to be celebrated every year.
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the pioneers of aviation, made the first
manned balloon flight in a Montgolfier
balloon along with an army officer, the
Marquis d’Arlandes. Rising 3,000 ft from
the royal Cháteau de la Muette grounds
in Bois de Boulogne, the hot-air balloon
travelled a distance of 5.5 miles from
central Paris to its suburbs. With this
accomplishment, the dream of human
flight was now a reality.

June 23, 1891
On this day, William Gray, inventor of
the coin mechanism for payphones,
was issued a patent for his first device
called a Signal Device for Telephone
Pay-Stations, which rang a bell for
each coin inserted in the machine. He
subsequently founded the Telephone
Pay Station Co. in 1891.

kaleidoscope
photo frames

City Shades
On the vast canvas of the world, a number of cities have marked
their presence with unique colours that have, over a period, become
synonymous to them. Like the tranquil blue of Jodhpur and Morocco,
earthy pastel tones of Poland and Prague, pristine whites of Greece
and colour bursts of Mexico

greece
The colour white is popular in
the islands of Cyclades. Started
in the 1880s as a cheap and
durable alternative to paint,
house owners chose to use
whitewash. It also served as a
natural disinfectant due to its
oxidising qualities. Eventually,
by the 1930s, a regulation was
passed that prohibited the use
of any other colour in an effort
to promote homogeneity.

kaleidoscope
photo frames

Jodhpur
The older quarters of Jodhpur
are dominated with houses
painted in blue. According to
legend, the city’s founder Rao
Jodha had passed an order
to paint the houses of the
Brahmins in the colour blue. If
this story is true then clearly
the trend spread to every home
over time.
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Morocco
The brilliantly blue walls are
unique to Chefchaouen in
Northern Morocco. They are
said to have been introduced
to the town by Jewish refugees
in 1930 who considered blue to
symbolise the sky and heaven.
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Prague
The city is simply a
paradise on earth for the
romantic spirit in each and
every one of the seasons.
The earthy tones add to
its old-world charm.
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Poland
The buildings of Poland
are rich in colour,
progressing from earthy
tones to pastels in a very
old-world manner. This
colourful take on classical
architecture makes it
one of the most colourful
cities in Europe.
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mexico
Guanajuato is the
most colourful city
in Mexico. It reflects
the spirit of the
city as well as its
people. Today, it is
an UNESCO World
Heritage Site as well.
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Forecast
ARIES
Mar 21 - Apr 19
A love interest from the past stages a
comeback and you spend quality time
together. You are likely to emerge victorious in
matters related to finance. Business ventures
will expand and result in financial gains.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: Yellow

TAURUS

Apr 20 - May 20
You are likely to spend time with someone who will
rekindle romantic feelings and inspire thoughts of
love and marriage. Problems, tensions or difficulties
related to financial settlements, contracts or
partnerships will be resolved.
Lucky Number: 8
Lucky Colour: Mauve

gemini

May 21 - June 20
There are chances that you will want to begin life
afresh. In social situations, you will be successful in
your dealings with others. You are likely to find a
new method of operating in the workplace to help
ease pressure that has been building up.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colour: Blue

CANCER

June 21 - July 22
This is a period of impasse wherein your lover
does not act or call as expected. As a result,
you are likely to get annoyed as you feel it
was thoughtless on his or her part. At the
workplace, you will be in demand and end up
impressing superiors and your peers.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Pink

LEO
July 23 - Aug 22
You daydream about love and romance.
Avoid over-eating or getting drunk. Ensure
you handle business transactions before you
kick-start a project or misunderstandings are
likely to arise.
Lucky Number: 7
Lucky Colour: Orange

VIRGO

Aug 23 - Sep 22
There is a strong possibility that you will be
separated from a loved one. This will lead you to
think that the most important aspect of your life is
gone. You will be grateful to pursue a new avenue,
with a corresponding change in your outlook.
Lucky Number: 3
Lucky Colour: Green

LIBRA

Sep 23 - Oct 22
Resolve your inner disputes before you expect a
commitment from someone you love. Financial
issues that once caused pain, agony and worry are
likely to be resolved. This results in financial gains
through a business partner or work that you like.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colour: Brown

SCORPIO

Oct 23 - Nov 21
A romantic introduction or proposition takes
you completely by surprise. Your strong
business acumen and innovative ideas lead to
unexpected profits and open new vistas for the
future. Try and treat personal relationships
sensitively and with loads of care.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colour: Red

SAGITTARIUS
Nov 22 - Dec 21
You are likely to experience a lot of vacillation in
matters related to the heart. Your life may feel
so empty that there will be nothing to indulge
in but only work. You will put things together in
your mind and come to a final synthesis.
Lucky Number: 3
Lucky Colour: Emerald green

CAPRICORN

Dec 22 - Jan 19

Expect a message, call or response from
someone who loves you. At workplace, you
are acknowledged for your skills and abilities.
Take serious care of your health and make
positive changes to strengthen your body.
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colour: Navy blue

AQUARIUS
Jan 20 - Feb 18

Your efforts to end a relationship go in vain.
You are likely to hear about something in an
important business or personal matter that
will assuage your fears or keep you from
going off the deep end.
Lucky Number: 5
Lucky Colour: Purple

PISCES

Feb 19 - Mar 20

You are likely to receive an unexpected call or
have an ‘encounter’ with someone you were
involved with in the past. Luck will be with you
in transforming negative situations into positive
ones. The right ideas will be provided but it will
take special effort to use them to your advantage.
Lucky Number: 6
Lucky Colour: Ice blue

Poonam Sethi tarot card reader
Poonam Sethi is an internationally-acclaimed Tarot card reader, Reiki healer, colour therapist, Feng Shui practitioner, crystal healer, a specialist in the removal
and balancing of negative evil eye energies. Apart from readings, healings and treatments, she also teaches techniques for self-healing through energy
balancing and negation of everyday evil influences. She may be contacted at poonamsethi27@hotmail.com, or call 9810542478.
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Miracles of
Numerology

The only numerologist to have predicted
every political outcome, since 2001.
Sandhiya Mehhta

On 15th jan, 2015 Sandhiya mehhta received a new title as an award,
‘Glory of India, by former deputy Prime Minister of Thailand, In bangkok
for her achievements and services to the nation and its people.
Sandhiya Mehhta, the ace Numerologist and Vastu expert is now a worldwide brand.
With unmatched knowledge and expertise, with her wisdom and its applications she has
advanced the world of numerological sciences with researches in this field. These
advances have helped her to help every human soul in return, to guide them to their
enchanting dreams, gain power over their fortunes and to come alive.
With an aura of bright lights and her charismatic personality, she has achieved of what
many dream. She is in the field for more than twenty five years, and in this journey has
helped and exchanged energies and ideas, guided people to lead better lives, has
received dozens of honours and recognitions, like ‘The Nari Ratna award, Indira Gandhi
Priyadarshani Award, Rastriya Ratan award, Mahila Shiromani award, 4p Brand
recognitions, titled ‘The Indian Nostradamous’, ‘The Global Indian Leaders excellence
award and many more such appreciations.
————Numerology is the most accurate predictive science, and has evolved from the ages of
people counting stars as numerical references to today where we add up all the
calculations and we have an outcome that guides you to the events in your life, and stay
prepared for them. It just does not give you knowledge, it empowers you to plan, sketch
your
future,
grow
as
a
person,
rise
and
shine.
“To a person who seeks success, my system will bring success, happiness and prosperity. And to those who are already successful it will bring sustainability, positive
reinforcements, further success and an introduce to a new and higher perspective and
lifestyle.”
The Journey to my methods

“I am someone who has evolved, and with every step of my life have just tried to be
better in what I love, I don't just predict your future, I communicate, consult and help
you empower your energies.”
Every person is having an energy, a combination of them, and each combination is
different, hence they have only certain types of energy and lack the other ones. This is
what makes us human, that we can’t be perfect but we have to strive to be. My
exclusive research and study of missing numbers in your birth graph helps me to
determine what are the strong energies that I can see in you and uplift the missing
energies to suit to your dreams and ambitions. With my years or research and positive
successes, I help these missing energies in your graph. Its like providing nutrition to a
body, by way of simple remedies and self improvement tools that I have developed by
myself.

My advice

“Knowledge empowers you, and there is nothing more powerful than to understand
yourself, your potentials, what holds you back, what drives you forward.” I provide you
this knowledge about yourself, though numerology. Knowledge about finances, career,
turnaround years, lucky dates, months, years, things that help you have a strong backup
plan for everything in life. “No mantra, fasting, name changes singularly guarantees you
anything. Ultimately its you who has to foresee the future, and I help you to do so.”

For any further personalized details about
yourself or your family, guidelines, numerological
analysis of yourself feel free to write in or call
up on the following:

Sandhiya Mehhta
HO: Mumbai: 022-26371670, 71
+91 – 9819921673, +91 9769071673
Delhi: +91-9654483695
Email: contact.yellowsoul@gmail.com
Website: www.yellowsoul.in

Numerologist and
Vastu consultant

The curious case of 4 & 8

“In my research, nearly 70% people are connected to these numbers. And once you enter
the circle, these numbers will keep you in their loop for generations.”
One usually guards themselves because we have all heard a lot about disappointments
and delays, sorrows and hardships of 4 & 8 and even 7. But I see them powerful steroids,
to be handled carefully, and with the help of my numerology you may be closer to
understand how to deal with 4 & 8 in your life. Then channelize it to positive planning
and maximise your fortune’s profits. Feel blessed if you belong to them, we will
empower your life and, learn through 4 & 8 and reap more fruits of your hard work than
you would have previously did.

Is life simpler without 4 & 8: The other side of the story.

Individually every number has its massive merits but if it doesn’t get the support of your
fadic/destiny number it cannot do much for you. 1, 9, 5 & 3 are very powerful numbers
and should get magnanimous success as per individual calculations, but if you are still
struggling and have faced certain problems you should try and understand your state of
energies and de tangle the web to create a free way for your future.
“A bright star has its own energy, but lighting a lamp in the dark is much more meaningful.” We all are a mix of many numbers, their combinations play us differently and
affects us differently. 1, 9, 5 & 3 are very powerful numbers and should get magnanimous success as per individual calculations but we are in the race of ordinary if we just
sit back and give up. We have to empower these combinations in our fortune, to achieve
what is extraordinary, which makes us exemplary individuals, that help themselves and
in addition help their families, society, help someone in need who looks unto you.
“We have seen the sunrise, but to feel the warmth of it we have to wake up every day.”
And every one of us should strive to be more than what we can be, I do so, so should
you. And let My Numerology help you and prepare you for this serene but extraordinary
life.

The Success road ahead.

There is a Buddhist saying, “You yourself must strive; the Buddha’s just point the way.”
There are no criteria to evaluate what the results of the remedies are; I just believe in
helping who believe in the power of universe. If you believe in yourself and the universe
let me just show you a direction, you yourself will lead on the right path and achieve the
results within no desired time. I have received tremendous positive feedbacks to have
faith in the universe myself.
“I am not god; I just understand my field of work and use it to help people, guide them
and provide them with some efficient ways to be happy, peaceful, ever-glorious and a
good part of our society & I continue to achieve results with all my clients."-Sandhiya
Mehhta.

NOTE:
We really appreciate your interest in this article
and look further to hear from you. Please let
someone else read this article after you and
kindly do not tear of the page. You can take a note
of the contact details and feel free to communicate.
Follow us for daily predictions:

Sandhiya.Mehhta

@SandhiyaMehta

Business
Mantra

Think Big,
Start Small
Monetary gains should be the last thing on your mind if you are
planning to start your own venture. Also, you should become
an entrepreneur only if you believe it is a journey to finding
fulfillment and a meaning in life

Words Sanjeev Bikhchandani

I

f you have plans to launch a startup,
making money out of this project
should be the last thing on your
mind. In fact, it should only be a
happy incidental outcome of building
a successful organisation. Conventionally,
you would only be able to achieve it after
years of financial struggle, both on the
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professional front (when you are unable to
draw a salary for months and scramble at
the end of each month to pay off operating
expenses including your employees’ wages),
and on the personal front (when you are only
able to afford an ordinary lifestyle). This
struggle comes minus assurances of hitting
on a pot of gold at the end of it all.

Business
Mantra

The worrying trend, however,
is people adopting a herd
mentality or being inspired
after hearing stories of
successful entrepreneurs
without understanding the
pitfalls and difficulties that
inevitably come with starting
a new venture
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During such difficult times, the
qualities that are likely to see you
through are passion, commitment
and perseverance. So before you
decide to start on your own, ask
yourself one fundamental question
– will I still be happy doing this
for the rest of my life even if I
do not make money? Only if the
answer is affirmative should you
think of going ahead with the plan.
So when does
entrepreneurship become a
worthwhile career option to take
up? Given a probability of one
in a hundred success stories,
there is an irrational aspect
involved in a startup. You should
become an entrepreneur only if
you believe that it is a journey to
finding fulfillment and meaning
in life. Entrepreneurship is about
freedom – the freedom to create,
to build an institution that outlives
you, to innovate in ways that
add value and can better the way
people do things, to be your own
boss and do things your way, to do
what you love, to take a huge risk
that gives you a shot at something
big and lasting... The startup
scene has changed considerably
from the time I first ventured

out, around 20 years ago. Today,
entrepreneurship has gained a
high degree of social acceptability
among the educated middle
class with a significant number
of youngsters taking the plunge,
some even before they graduate
from school.
The worrying trend,
however, is people adopting
a herd mentality or being
inspired after hearing stories of
successful entrepreneurs without
understanding the pitfalls and
difficulties that inevitably come
with starting a new venture. I feel
entrepreneurship, at present, is
being looked through rose-tinted
glasses. Therefore,
I would like to caution people
considering the launch of a
startup that the early days of any
entrepreneur are full of struggle
and for every success story, there
are a hundred others who are
still struggling or have already
given up. Be mindful of the high
failure rate. But like they say, it is
like falling in love. You do end up
making irrational choices...
The author is the
founder and executive vice
chairman of Info Edge

Promotion

Tranquil Living Gets A
New Meaning
With a sustainable design approach in residential housing, The Promont is a true luxury
living experience atop a hill amid the beauty of nature

B

anashankari is one of Bengaluru’s prominent
residential areas which has seen steady
appreciation in property price rates in
recent times. This hub of major IT/ ITeS
companies has witnessed astounding influx
of social infrastructure, flanking renowned educational
institutions, world class hospitals and entertainment
centres, which make it a viable proposition, both as an
investment and a residential preference. Integrated
townships are the only viable residential option for
professionals looking for the security and comfort of a
modern lifestyle far enough from the concrete jungle but
yet accessible from the workplace.
For instance, in its quest to respond to rapidly
changing market trends and client preferences in the
city, Tata Housing is developing a crest of majestic towers
on top of Bengaluru’s exclusive hill, The Promont, which
is based on the concept of responsible luxury and is
designed by architect Moshe Safdie. The premium project
offers excellent connectivity to Electronics City via NICE
corridor. The niche project offers 320 double height
terraced garden residences; the key concept advocates
sustainable architecture and design as well as respect for
the environment in the use of building materials, space,
energy and water.
The project is being designed in a way to prevent

energy from escaping while allowing sun-rays to
penetrate in the expansive residences, which include three
and four bedroom apartments and penthouses,
with spaces ranging from 2,376 sq ft and 6,410 sq ft.
The location is exceptional, providing each residence
spectacular views of the open space within which there
are parkland and water bodies. In its endeavour to build
a premium green township project, the construction of
The Promont is backed by a world-class team comprising
master-planners, architects, landscape architects,
infrastructure consultants to name a few.
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How PepsiCo Convinced You

That Lays Were Cool Again
The Lays “Do Us a Flavor” campaign allows people to express their passion
for food — and that’s part of why it’s a success, says PepsiCo global snacks
group president Ann Mukherjee
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L

ays potato chips have
been around for more
than 75 years. That’s
long enough to be
considered a classic —
but also a little dated. To make
the chips click (or crunch) with
coveted millennial customers,
parent company PepsiCo
didn’t change the core
product, “we changed the way
that people looked at it,” said
Ann Mukherjee, president of the
company’s global snacks group and
global insights division.
Along the way, the company
also gained important insights
about the way that modern
customers think about brands,
and how that impacts their
purchase decisions in a rapidly
changing marketplace. “How
do you take this unpredictably
and give consumers what

Momentum Event Group.
Thanks to digital technology,
she noted, customers are no
longer limited to their corner
store for snack options —
they can search for and
buy just about anything
from just about anywhere.
It’s not enough to just create
awareness of a brand: “If
you’re not thinking all the
way through to how to monetise
it, you’re going to be in a lot of
trouble,” Mukherjee added.
they’re looking for, which
are often very unpredictable
things?” Mukherjee asked during
a presentation at the Retail &
Consumer Goods Executive
Summit in New York recently.
The conference was organised by
Knowledge@Wharton, Wharton’s
Baker Retailing Center and

The Solution
PepsiCo’s solution to upping the
cool factor of Lays was to put
the power in the hands of the
consumer — in 2012, it launched
the first “Do Us a Flavor”
campaign, asking people to come
up with their ideal combination for
the next flavour of Lays.

The first time we did it [in the US], we estimated we’d get a million
votes; we got four million. Last year, we did it for the second time
and got over 14 million votes. People were selling bags online for $35
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The company
teamed up with
Facebook to turn the
“like” button into a
vote of “I’d Eat That”.
Lays’ Facebook cover
photo became a
rotating billboard,
which featured a new
submission every
few minutes

“There’s a huge movement in
the US around food, the passion
of food, entertainment around
food, food celebrities,” Mukherjee
pointed out. “This was not about
Lays. We created tools that
allowed people to celebrate their
passion for food. Lays became a
communication device for people
to share about their daily lives.”
Anyone who had a chip
idea in mind could visit Lays’
Facebook page, enter some
information about their flavour
and be rewarded with a shareable
image of “their” bag of chips.
The company teamed up with
Facebook to turn the “like” button
into a vote of “I’d Eat That”. Lays’
Facebook cover photo became
a rotating billboard, which
featured a new submission every
few minutes.
A panel of judges and
campaign spokespeople —
celebrity chef Michael Symon and
actress Eva Longoria — helped
narrow the contest to three
finalist flavors: sriracha, cheesy
garlic bread and chicken and
waffles, and then opened the vote
for a winner to the public.

PepsiCo’s first “choose a
flavour” campaign was actually
held several years ago in the
UK and by the time the US
competition launched, the
company had already done it
in several countries. “The first
time we did it [in the US], we
estimated we’d get a million
votes; we got four million,”
Mukherjee noted. “Last year, we
did it for the second time and got
over 14 million votes.”
When the inventory of the
three finalist flavours arrived
in stores, they were gone in two
hours, Mukherjee said. “People
were selling bags online for $35,”
she added.
Why It Worked
The campaign, now in its third
year, worked because PepsiCo
knew the problem it was trying to
solve, Mukherjee said. “One-hit
wonders don’t work. We don’t do
fads for the sake of fads — it has
to be tightly wired to the strategy
of your brand,” she noted, adding
that customisation was key to
making the contest appealing; so
was the idea of letting consumers

take ownership of sharing their
chip creations or preferences.
“The days of focus groups—
it’s over,” she said. “It’s really
about observing behaviour.
Big data comes together with
granular understanding of
human behaviour.” Mukherjee
does not see Lays abandoning
“Do Us a Flavour” anytime soon.
“We as marketers get bored
before our customers do,” she
noted. “We have strict metrics in
terms of when we are beginning
to see something peak…. If you
think about it at scale, if you’re
constantly reinventing, that’s
really expensive. It’s more about
how do you create a chassis and
then be able to build on it year
after year.”
Figuring out what works is all
about longitudinal data, setting
up experiments and learning over
time, she noted. “There are some
brands where traditional media
has a big role,” Mukherjee said.
“There are some brands where
traditional media plays zero role.
It’s all about what does the brand
stand for, what does the brand
stand with.”
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